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YANGON: Booted from Aung San Suu Kyi’s “chaotic
and autocratic” party, one female MP is now taking on
Myanmar’s national heroine in the upcoming election,
claiming the country needs to work with, not against, a
military accused of genocide. Voters are expected to
return Suu Kyi’s National League for Democracy
(NLD) party to power at the Nov 8 polls - only the
second since the country emerged from decades of
outright military rule - but Thet Thet Khine is still hop-
ing to make her mark. 

She has undergone many incarnations, from student
activist to medical doctor then businesswoman and
jewellery magnate - before being elected as an NLD
MP at Suu Kyi’s side in 2015. But she has since fallen
from grace. Ousted from the NLD last year - she says
for speaking her mind - the 53-year-old hopes to
entice voters to her People’s Pioneer Party (PPP).

“The NLD is no longer the solution for the country,”
she tells AFP at her Yangon mansion, decorated with
neoclassical columns, chandeliers and gold-trimmed
furniture. “The way the party is run is very chaotic and
very autocratic,” she says, claiming loyalty is valued
over competence, and that there is a culture of micro-
management and an overriding fear of upsetting The
Lady. “One person makes all the decisions.”

There is widespread disillusionment with the NLD

in many ethnic minority areas, but the party boasts a
loyal fanbase in the dominant Bamar heartlands. And,
for many, Suu Kyi embodies the NLD.  She leads the
government as state counsellor, holds the reins to inter-
national relations as foreign minister and has been front
and center in the country’s fight against coronavirus.
Thet Thet Khine says speaking out publicly, has meant
she and relatives have faced online abuse.  

‘Middle way’? 
Thet Thet Khine’s family made its wealth in

Myanmar’s prized ruby industry. As a medical student,
she joined the pro-democracy movement that swept
the country in 1988 before it was brutally suppressed
by military force. The protests also propelled to fame
Suu Kyi, who was “so special to us,” she remembers.
After the crackdown, she chose business but returned
to politics after the country emerged from military rule.

Now head of her own party in a fiercely patriarchal
society, she describes a collective leadership in her rel-
atively youthful PPP, where the average candidate’s age
is 46. The party promises more jobs, higher wages and
lower taxes although gives few details about how this
would be financed. It seems to be targeting a broad
demographic, fielding Myanmar’s first openly gay can-
didate, one Muslim nominee and one hardline Buddhist,

known for his Islamophobic stance. “Few politicians
understand the business world so that’s a plus for her,”
says Yangon-based analyst Khin Zaw Win. One priority
is bridging the rift between the civilian government and
military, a strained relationship mirrored by that of Suu
Kyi and army chief Min Aung Hlaing. “If the father and
mother are fighting...the kids don’t know what to do,”
Thet Thet Khine explains, adding the military is “part of
the solution” in the state-building process.

Under a constitution it scripted, the armed forces
retain immense powers, holding three key ministries
and a quarter of all parliamentary seats - giving it an
effective veto on legislation. Her party, Thet Thet
Khine claims, offers a “middle way”. But half a century
of brutal junta rule has left many deeply suspicious of
a military that jailed thousands for their beliefs, subju-
gated ethnic minorities and oversaw steep economic
decline. “They made a lot of wrong decisions and did
a lot of mismanagement in the past,” she admits but
insists the new generation of soldiers are “embracing
professionalism”.

Rohingya crackdown an ‘overreaction’ 
Allying herself with the military will mean “she’ll lose

a certain amount of support”, predicts Khin Zaw Win -
who puts the tactic down to pragmatism. “She needs

something to lean on.” The military stands accused of
ongoing rights abuses in decades-long wars against
several ethnic armed groups. In 2017, Rohingya
Muslims recounted widespread murder, rape and arson
in military operations that now see the country charged
with genocide at the UN’s top court - a trial Thet Thet
Khine claims is “unnecessary”. The military “maybe
overreacted...but it’s not genocide or ethnic cleansing”.

Rohingya ancestry has been evident for centuries in
Rakhine, but they are widely seen as illegal interlopers.
The Rohingya “will never be indigenous”, she says but
concedes those whose families migrated more than
three or four generations ago should have been
accepted. “They should have citizenship and therefore
(face) no more discrimination”.

Instead, virtually all  the 600,000 Rohingya
remaining in Myanmar will be disenfranchised in this
election, just like the last. Their plight is not a priority
for most parties, including the PPP. Running in under a
third of constituencies, Thet Thet Khine says she
would be happy to clinch five percent of seats, admit-
ting this is a dry run for the 2025 election when Suu
Kyi will be 80. Suu Kyi “doesn’t believe in a succes-
sion plan, so after her era...the NLD will go bankrupt
in business terms”. “But I think she will hold onto
power until her last day.” —  AFP

Ousted and outspoken: The lady
taking on The Lady in Myanmar

‘The way the party is run is very chaotic and very autocratic’

This photo taken on September 8, 2020 shows Thet Thet Khine (C), chairman of the People’s Pioneer Party (PPP), giving out campaign literature to vendors during the launch of the party’s campaign ahead of the upcoming general election in
Yangon. — AFP

A handout photo taken and released yesterday shows whales stranded on a sandbar in Macquarie Harbour on the
rugged west coast of Tasmania. — AFP 

US grapples with 
grief as COVID 
deaths near 200K 
LOS ANGELES/NEW YORK: Anthony and
Rosemary Terio, married for 65 years, died five days
apart in separate New York hospitals last spring, two
lives among the nearly 200,000 that the United
States has now lost to the coronavirus pandemic.
“This pain will never go away for me,” said one of
their daughters, Lisa Terio-Heath, who, because of
the pandemic, had to remain at her home in
Greensboro, North Carolina, and witness her family’s
loss from afar. It has turned into a year of anguish in
the United States and around the world where the
death toll stands at nearly 1 million.

For many, the grieving has taken place at a terri-
ble distance. Being present bedside in the hospital,
attending funerals, and even simple hugs and the
company from friends is often impossible. “There’s a
grief tsunami,” said Dr. Toni Miles, a professor of
epidemiology and biostatistics at the University of
Georgia. Every COVID-19 death in the United States
results in about nine survivors who have lost a
grandparent, parent, s ibl ing, spouse or chi ld,
Pennsylvania State associate sociology professor
Ashton Verdery and other researchers wrote in a
study published in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences in July.

And swift, unexpected deaths like many of those
from COVID-19 can be a potent trigger for depres-
sion, anxiety, and substance abuse, which can manifest
in myriad ways - including absenteeism, accidents,
alcoholism, assault and self harm, experts said. They
can fuel rumination about what could have been differ-
ent which, left unchecked, can derail the grieving
process, said Dr. Katherine Shear, director of the
Center for Complicated Grief at Columbia University.
“Whenever anyone dies suddenly, a person is going to
say, ‘If only ...’,” Shear said.

The United States has lost almost 70 times more

people to the pandemic than it lost in the Sept 11, 2001
attacks, the anniversary of which the nation stopped to
mourn earlier this month. So far, there has been no
pause yet to collectively mark the losses from the pan-
demic - an important moment, experts say - perhaps
because the death toll is still climbing. By year’s end,
COVID-19 deaths could top 378,000, according to a
projection from the Institute for Health Metrics and
Evaluation at the University of Washington. That would
be close to the number of American military deaths dur-
ing World War Two.

The losses have been particularly pronounced in
Hispanic and Black communities, and among the elderly
and front line workers. At the end of May, a research
report from Yale University found: “Nationally, the new
age-adjusted analysis shows Black people are more
than 3.5 times more likely to die of COVID-19 than
white people, and Latino people are nearly twice as
likely to die of the virus as white people.” In the early
weeks, New York City emerged as the epicenter of loss,
but since then the disease has spread across the coun-
try, leaving a trail of suffering from major cities to small
towns in all 50 states.

At a Houston hospital earlier this month, Angelica
Mendez, 38, was permitted to spend less than an hour
with her mother Catalina before the 86-year-old woman
succumbed to COVID-19, leaving seven children and
more than 30 grandchildren to mourn her. Hospital safe-
ty rules restricted contact with the family matriarch,
with her family saying final goodbyes in a video-call
that Mendez made from the hospital.

Compounding the close-knit family’s trauma,
Mendez said, her father was admitted to the hospital’s
intensive care unit after testing positive for coronavirus.
He was expected to recover. Similarly, the Terio children
saw both their parents, Anthony and Rosemary, hospi-
talized with COVID-19. Anthony, 86, died on March 31.
Five days later, Rosemary, 82, succumbed to the illness.
In all, eight members of the family were infected.

“It went the whole gamut,” said Lisa Terio-Heath.
“My sister, taking care of my mother, caught it. Then she
gave it to her son and her son gave it to his partner. And
my brother gave it to his wife. And my other brother
caught it and gave it to his wife. Nobody could help
each other. Everybody was sick,” she said. “It was just a
really hard, horrible, horrible situation.”— Reuters

Hundreds of whales 
stranded in Australia
SYDNEY: At least twenty-five whales have died and
scientists are trying to rescue 250 more that are
stranded in a remote bay on the Australian island of
Tasmania, officials said yesterday. Tasmania’s environ-
ment department said the whales had become stuck on
a sandbar in Macquarie Harbor, on the island’s rugged
and sparsely populated west coast. Nic Deka, who is
managing the incident response, said two large pods
were stranded on sandbars a few hundred meters
apart inside the harbor.

“They are in water but it’s very difficult to see how
many of those whales are deceased or what condition
they’re in,” he told reporters in the nearby town of
Strahan. They are believed to be pilot whales but the
environment department is yet to confirm the species.
Police are on site and marine experts are assessing the

situation ahead of plans to launch a rescue mission
early Tuesday morning.

“In terms of the tides, when we start making an
effort tomorrow it will be with an outgoing tide, so
that’ll be in our favor, but obviously tides go up and
come down so we’ll be aiming to make the most of
the windows that we have,” Deka said. Mass whale
strandings occur relatively often in Tasmania, but the
large numbers involved present a daunting rescue
prospect. Authorities may call on a network of local
volunteers to assist but have cordoned off the area to
the general public.

The latest stranding comes as a humpback whale
that was stuck in a tropical river in Australia’s north
finally returned to the ocean after more than two
weeks. Public broadcaster ABC reported the creature,
which spent 17 days in the crocodile-infested waters of
Kakadu National Park, has been spotted in open seas
off Darwin. Scientists had been weighing options for
guiding the humpback to safety after it became the first
known whale to travel up the muddy river, but were
relieved when it returned to sea on its own. — AFP 


